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The unit activities specified in the CMS provide details of what students must do during the unit. 
WHAT STUDENTS MUST DO 
The three categories of unit activities are: 
• Assessment tasks: To encourage learning (formative  -

assessment 'for' and 'as' learning) and to judge student 
learning (summative - assessment 'of' learning). 
Students use assessment as a proxy for the curriculum 
and as an indicator as to what is valued knowledge, 
therefore assessment must be aligned to unit learning 
outcomes. (Boud 2000, Biggs 2014, Ramsden 1992). 

• Scheduled Learning Activities: This includes timetabled 
classes and activities scheduled by agreement. 

• Non-scheduled learning activities: This includes 
independent or group study and class preparation such 
as doing pre-readings. 

DEFINING ASSESSMENT TASKS 
The following elements need to be specified:  
• Assessment type (selected from a list of 27 types – see 

the Unit Assessment quick guide). 
• Assessment title. 
• Assessment task description – a summary only. 
• Weighting – in consideration of time spent on that task 

compared to other assessment tasks. 
o Justification for higher weighting (if above 60%). 

• Hurdle tasks (if to ensure fulfilment of unit and program 
learning outcomes or minimum 'fitness to practice'. 
Cannot apply to attendance). 

• Feedback to students (pick from a list of 12 methods). 
• Individual or group assessment (Note, MQ policy: max 

30% group work in a unit). 
• If it applies to all offerings. 

LEARNING ACTIVITIES 
Activities in support of student learning. Pick from a list of: 

a) Scheduled Activities: in-person or online, timetabled 
or scheduled by agreement (denoted by 'BA'). Workload is 
based on the scheduled duration excluding preparation. 
• Academic Mentorship: an individual or very small group 

session with academics (BA). But not 'office hours'.  
• Fieldwork: typically an off-campus whole class activity. 
• Laboratory class: following a method with specialist 

equipment and materials. 
• Live Lecture: teacher presentation, often recorded.  
• Pilot: for activities not currently categorised. 
• Placement: with a partner organisation (BA). 
• Practical Class: ‘hands-on’ to apply knowledge and skills. 
• Project: individual or group work (BA). 
• Seminar: mixing content and participation.  
• Simulation/Virtual: includes clinical simulation, role 

play, virtual world, a game-based scenario. 
• Small Group Teaching. 
• Tutorial: Teacher led interactive session with questions 

and discussion. 

• Workshop: Teacher led interactive session with 
discussion and individual or group work. 

b) Non-Scheduled Activities. Academic judgement is 
required to define the expected workload (See 'Student 
Workload Quick Guide'). Activities can include: 
• Asynchronous Tutorial: online flexible activity without a 

specific duration being set (e.g. helpdesk, drop-in). 
• Class preparation: Activity before a scheduled class to 

facilitate participation (see also 'readings').  
• Discussion board: Regular contributions to a discussion 

board through the Learning Management System. 
• Exam Preparation: Activity not captured elsewhere that 

will aid a student to complete their exam. 
• Flipped Content Delivery: Lecture-style content 

delivered through a video recording or using multimedia. 
• Online resources: pre or post-class activities completed 

in the Learning Management System. 
• Peer-led Learning: Students collaborate on a task 

without close supervision from teaching staff.  
• Pilot: An unscheduled activity not currently categorised. 
• Readings: Completion of set readings, usually pre-class. 
• Recorded Lecture: A recorded lecture from a previous 

session being utilised in this unit. 
• Rehearsals: for a performance.  
• Research: for project or in preparation for a class. 
• Workbook tasks: A series of online tasks done as a core 

part of the unit rather than as preparation for another 
learning activity.  

Tip: You can use 'pilot' for an innovative or experimental 
activity that doesn't fit into an existing slot. 

Explore this topic further … 
Curriculum Manual Team (2019) Assessment section, MQ CMS 
Wiki, https://wiki.mq.edu.au/x/P4CqEg 
MQ Assessment Policy https://goto.mq/assessment-policy 
Other Quick guides: Unit Guides (including description 
statements), Learning outcomes (writing), Constructive 
alignment, Unit Activities (specifying), Unit Assessment 
(specifying), Feedback Methods (specifying), Student workload 
(specifying) and more https://goto.mq/qg-lt 
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